Election for President and Vice-President.
November 7, 1970.

Mary Smith

Lucille Harris

Lucy Roosevelt

Ralph Roosevelt
Lea E. Schurter
Jim Agnew
Kathleen Argo
Laurens Stanton
Ferdy Steven
Zachary S. R. Jones
C. W. Sturgis
Dred W. Cutler
Walter W. Smith
Bob Williams
Jim T. Howard
Rex Wilson
Mary Burnt
Gerald Brown
Norma Robinson
Gus Arden
Sheila Sturts
Nancy Young
Doug Martin
Margaret Birdwell
Chuck Smith
Bob Luca
June Knapp
John Smiley
Harry Smith
Jr.
Douglas Smith
Evelyn Smith
Margaret Smith
Eugene Smith
John Smith
Alma Smith
| 1  | Hannah Turley                  |
| 2  | Amy Foster                    |
| 3  | Emily Williams                |
| 4  | Chloe Thompson                |
| 5  | Sarah Jones                   |
| 6  | Elizabeth Clancy              |
| 7  | Lauren Langley                |
| 8  | Jordan Miller                 |
| 9  | Olivia Martinez               |
| 10 | Michael Martinez              |
| 11 | Ethan White                   |
| 12 |EXAMPLE                      |
| 13 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 14 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 15 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 16 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 17 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 18 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 19 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 20 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 21 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 22 | EXAMPLE                      |
| 23 | Therese Shielde               |

**Important Notes:**
- Example entries are placeholders.
- Detailed notes on specific examples are not provided.
- Further details can be added as needed.
1. Caroleen Miller
2. Laura Heinerich
3. Maria Neevitz
4. Emily Volkmer
5. John Vanderhe
6. Mary Hughey
7. Mary Laski
8. Spencer Herriott
9. Nancy Wimmer
10. Karen G. Reynolds
11. John Brown
12. Anne Fager
13. Terri Young
14. Susan G. Young
15. Janie Brown
16. Anne Fager
1. Someone
2. Something
3. Something
4. Something
My book is strong holder
Someone has booked Janna Beck
Keep summary
Did not
Sugar book
Coffee book

Janet Rice
Katie Dillow
Kate Markovich (Candidate)